Agreement for the Use of Indonesian Data
Held by the Australian National University

Under the provisions of the Letters of Agreement of Data Use (LADU) signed by the Australian National University (ANU) and the Badan Pusat Statistik (BPS-Statistics Indonesia) it is necessary to register all approved users of data, and ensure that every user abides by the terms of the data use agreements.

All the Indonesian data sets, including Census and SUSENAS, are available for use by ANU Staff and Students, but each user must agree to abide by the terms set out by the BPS, as indicated on the next page. Please complete and sign the form. The information provided will be put into a data base and will be submitted regularly to BPS, and made available to other users. Post the form to the Australian Data Archive, 18 Balmain Crescent, The Australian National University, Acton, ACT 0200 or email a scanned copy to ada@anu.edu.au.

If you have any concerns over the terms of the agreement, you should contact us by email ada@anu.edu.au or phone us on 02 6125 2200.

Sincerely,

Australian Data Archive
Agreement for the Use of Indonesian Data Held by the Australian National University

Name: ______________________________________________________
e-mail: ______________________________________________________
Data Source Requested: ____________________________________________________________

Purpose/Research Project: ________________________________________ __________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

In being granted access to the Indonesian Data collected and distributed by the Badan Pusat Statistik I agree to the following rules and obligations of use:

a. I will not provide a copy of the data sets released under this agreement (in whole or in part) to any other persons.
b. I agree to use the data sets released under this agreement for academic research and analysis purposes only, with the main aim to improve understanding about Indonesia.
c. The data are to be used for analysis of population patterns and groups and the identification of individual respondents and family units must be treated as confidential and must not be utilised or disseminated in any form.
d. I agree to report any apparent errors found in the data to BPS-Statistics Indonesia, through the Director of Statistical Dissemination*, with copies to the Australian Data Archive (email ada@anu.edu.au). I understand that neither the BPS-Statistics nor the Australian Data Archive can provide any guarantee of the accuracy, completeness or consistency of the data or associated documentation, though both organizations will make every effort to correct known errors.
e. I understand that I will not be charged for the use of the data files.
f. The use of data files other than in accordance with the above conditions requires prior written agreement from BPS-Statistics Indonesia.
g. I agree to provide BPS-Statistics Indonesia* with one copy of any reports or publications produced using the data.

Signature: _______________________________
Date:________________________________

* Addressed to
Director of Statistical Information
BPS-Statistics Indonesia
Jalan Dr. Sutomo nomor 6-8
Jakarta 10710
Indonesia